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Offering meticulous descriptions of the body's anatomical features, Lanteri &#8212; an intimate
friend of Rodin &#8212; covers modelling from casts and live models; measurements; frameworks;
scale of proportions; composition in both relief and in the round; drapery; adding inscriptions; and
much more. 107 full-page photographic plates. 27 other photographs. 175 drawings and diagrams.

This seminal work on figure sculpting has been a standard reference for both students and teachers
of fine sculpture for almost two generations. Lanteri goes beyond typical systematic instruction for
recreating anatomical form and demistifies techniques for infusing one's work with the humanity that
will elevate it to the level of true sculpture. It is a text that is worth reading from cover to cover as it
essentially encompasses a four year course in fine sculpture. It is also valuable as a reference for
materials, anatomy and basic technique.

After several years of sculpting I discovered Lanteri's book. What a revelation. I recently took a
workshop with an acclaimed sculptor who also produced his copy of the book and recommended it
as a "must read" for aspiring sculptors. Rodin referred to him as his "dear master". What higher
recommendation is there?

This book was recommended to me by two different sculptor instructors. I found it very clear with
many illustrations as it discussed both the technical and aesthetic considerations of creating good
sculpture. I thought the chapter on the construction and aesthetics of drapery was especially
valuable, applicable to drawing as well as sculpture, and worth the price of the book. Lanteri also
shares a few thoughts about teaching art.

Boy! Buying this book has been a difficult choice. The information is essential to anyone working
with human anatomy and sculptural form, however, you have to wade throught information written in
a very dated, pedantic manner. Professor Lanteri's comments are in the classical form and written
so long ago (his copyright is 1902 - 1904) that an interpreter might be needed for the younger
sculptor. I almost returned the book because it isn't something to sit down and read in one or two
sessions. This isn't a simple 'How to . . .' book, but if you are a serious sculptor, and willing to work
your way throught the exaggerated writing style, you'll realize what a gem it is. It is really the most
comprehensive book of sculpting the human figure I've ever read. I only wish the book had been
printed in larger format so the illustration notes would be easier to read.

This book was recommended to me (as a beginning sculptor) by a well-established sculptor, and he
was right in recommending it. I am not through reading it all, but it isn't the type of book you would



really sit down and read from beginning to end. It is a great resource for figure sculptors. My biggest
issue with this book is that it has so many pages in a small format that it is a thick book that requires
the reader to prop open a page with something heavy if you want to refer to a drawing or text
WHILE sculpting. It is really the type of book that should come in a loose-leaf binder.

this is the essential text for figure sculptors. if you intend to take figure sculpting seriously you must
have this book. i've appreciated my copy as a dear friend for many years & regardless of the many
other books i've read in the same vein, this is the one book that i'd probably run in & grab from a
burning building.. though thanks to amazon & the like i can just order another copy instead. cheers.
p.s in fact i got my copy as fire damaged stock from when the local library burned down.

Lanteri was born in Auxerre, France but later took British nationality. He studied art in the studios of
FranÃ§ois-Joseph Duret and AimÃ© Millet and at the school of fine arts under Jean-Baptiste Claude
EugÃ¨ne Guillaume and Pierre-Jules Cavelier. A period of poverty led him to becoming a
cabinetmaker, but in 1872, at the age of 24, on the recommendation of fellow sculptor Jules Dalou,
he moved to London to work as a studio assistant to Joseph Edgar Boehm. He stayed at the studio
until 1890.

Towards the end of Lanteri's life he wrote a series of three books, explaining the art of human and
animal composition in sculpture. First released as a collection of three books, they are now
commonly found as two, with the animal sculpture separate from the human form. These books are
still common required texts for many sculpture courses. The foreword to the original book was by
friend and fellow sculptor Auguste Rodin who refers to Lanteri as "Dear Master"

It&#8217;s reasonable to describe this book as having a similar significance for sculpture students
as Harold Speed&#8217;s The Practice and Science doesÂ for students of drawing. Edouard
Lanteri, born 1848 in Burgundy,Â receivedÂ a formal education at the Ã‰cole des Beaux-Arts. He
later obtained a teaching position at what was to become the Royal College of Art in London, from
1880 to 1917, after having moved there to evade the turmoil of the Franco-Prussian war. His
experience as a teacher enabled him to devise three seminal volumes, two on the human form and
another concerning animal sculpture. Rodin contributed a foreword in which he addresses Lanteri as
&#8220;My Dear Master&#8221;.

Some time ago I discovered a valuable EcorchÃ¨ hiding in a dusty corner of the workshop. My father
bought it many years before in an antiquary shop and I remember it among the casts since I was a
kid. I was surprised when I realized that was exactly the Anatomy of Man by the french sculptor
Edouard Lanteri (1848&#8211;1917) professor at the South Kensington Arts Schools and first
professor of Modelling at the College in London. I had seen it on his famous student's manual
Modelling and Sculpting the Human Figure. The model is an original plaster cast signed and dated
E. Lanteri 1901. 

Undertaken a small restoration of this plaster model, I removed an improper layer getting in this way
all the incredibles details of the modeling. I did some grouting where it was necessary and I
preferred to do nothing else to preserving the precious model as it was done. Then I maked a silicon
rubber mold after well protecting the original surfaces and cast a new plaster model.  Now available
in our collection of anatomical studies it is a beautiful piece and so useful for the study of human
anatomy for the artists.

The discovery was exciting and I started some research about it. In a online bookshop I was lucky to
purchase a very rare original 1902 catalog in which the Anatomy was offered for sale together with
many other casts for art students. The publisher Chapman & Hall Ltd. was the same for the Lanteri's
modeling manual, the Anatomy model and the Catalog of Casts.

During my research study I found the sculptor's moulder. An italian skilled craftsman named Enrico
Cantoni (1860-1923) emigrated to London in the late nineteenth century. He was teacher of casting
and molding at the Central School of Arts and Crafts around 1909 and worked as 'moulder' for the
Royal College of Art (including the National Art Training School) around 1904. Enrico Cantoni



worked a lot with Lanteri and through some photos that show him working I could understand his
way and technique of working. By comparing his technique with the original anatomy model I found
many similarities.  I could say, it is very likely, that the model found was maked by Cantoni as all
casts sold by Chapman & Hall Ltd.
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medals, and more. 107 full-page photographic plates. 27 other photographs. 175 drawings and
diagrams. Hide synopsis
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"A joy to read, as well as a constant reference library . . . thoroughly inspiring." â€” Workbench.
Thorough step-by-step guide discusses anatomy of horse, lion, and bull; methods of construction;
tools, materials, etc. Also comprehensive exposition of casting in plaster. 63 full-page photographic
plates. 138 drawings and diagrams.
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